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Dear Parents/Carers 
 
The Future of the PTFA 
 
As many of you are aware, I have been the chairperson of the PTFA for the last four years, 
initially on a partnership basis with another parent and more recently on my own.  Some of you 
will also be aware that my youngest child will be starting Year 6 in September and, following a 
discussion with Mrs Cowling, I have decided to resign from the role of chairperson as from July 
2019.  
 
The PTFA organises the three annual discos, the Easter Bingo and of course the Christmas 
Fayre.  Recently, the PTFA has been able to greatly support the school by funding the new 
ipads out of funds raised.  I don't think however, that it is any secret that the reason for my 
involvement has solely been because I enjoy seeing the children having fun and being happy.  
I would dearly love for the PTFA to have a future but in order for that to happen we will need a 
new chairperson.  I enjoyed the role much more when I had a partner to share the 
responsibility with so, even if there are a couple of parents/carers who fancy a new challenge 
together, then please speak either to Liz Foulds or myself.  I am more than happy to spend 
time with anyone who may consider the role and offer any advice.  I'm happy to continue to 
support and guide if needed but if there is anyone who would prefer to take over the role and 
run with it alone, than I will be happy to pass over the reins. 
 
I very much hope that the PTFA will be able to continue and the school will look forward to 
hearing from any interested future chairs.  I am more than happy to chat to anyone who would 
like further information. 
 
 
Kind Regards 
 
Dominique Cufflin 
PTFA Chairperson 
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